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If you have been following me for a

while you will know that I believe that

emotions are the language of the soul

and that the only way to true spiritual

growth, raising your vibration

permanently and healing is by

processing your emotions. 

Having said that, there are many other

practical ways in which you can start to

change your energy in order to not only

feel good but become more magnetic

to what your heart desires! 

I've created this ebook to support you

on your journey of raising your

frequency so you can start to align with

who you need to BE 'practically

speaking' on the outside, so that you

can attract more of what you want into

your life naturally. 

Do not underestimate the simplicity of

these tips. Remember that everything is

energy and how you do one thing is

how you do everything in life! 

MELANY OLIVER

CEO and Founder of 

Melany-Oliver.com

A  NOTE  FROM
THE  AUTHOR

WELCOME ,  LOVELY  ONE .
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Start seeing life and your reality as a mirror - a vibrational match to the

frequency you are putting out from within. 

Building awareness of yourself and your surroundings and working with

what you can on the outside is the best way to get started raising your

frequency.

Remember though that the only real way to raise your frequency

permanently as I mentioned above is by doing your emotional inner

work, so if you need support with this, do reach out, I offer Consultations

for guidance and Heart & Soul Coaching for souls wanting to dive deep. 

Understand that this is a journey and sometimes you may go back to

your old patterns, especially if you have unhealed emotional wounds. You

may get stressed out and forget to do some of the tips so be gentle with

yourself. As long as you catch yourself in those moments and continue to

apply these tips, you can pick yourself back up and raise your vibration

again.  

I hope you enjoy going through the tips and putting them into practice

in your daily life! 

To raising your vibration, 

MELANY OLIVER
 CEO and Founder of melany-oliver.com

Melany

https://melany-oliver.com/intuitive-soul-coaching/
https://melany-oliver.com/intuitive-soul-coaching/


1T IP  ONE
Declutter!

When in doubt of what to do, clean your home and declutter! 

Everything is energy, including the old things you no longer use or

broken things you still keep! These are all holding up space in

your home, which over time becomes stagnant and stuck. 

One of the best ways to raise your energy is to get rid of anything

that no longer serves you. This alone will purify the energy in your

home and get you vibrating higher.
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DE-
CLUTTER
IN
ACTION

Go through your clothes, shoes, books, ornaments, kitchen

utensils, living room, even pictures or paintings you no longer

vibe with and get rid of it! Donate it, give it away or take it

somewhere to be recycled.

If this task feels too overwhelming, perhaps you can do one

theme a day or one a week, for example this week declutter

your shoes, next week declutter your clothes, the following

week go through your old papers or books etc. and keep

going until you've gone through the entire house. Don't forget

your garage or storage room. 

Sometimes, we form an emotional attachment to some of

our belongings that we don't even use! This to me is a

reflection of your own inner stuckness and mirrors where you

are at energetically. My rule of thumb is if I haven't used it for

2 years, I get rid of it. Stop saving it for 'one day maybe' as this

is just you buying into your own negative beliefs of fear and

scarcity. 

Trust that by letting go of your old stuff, you are opening up

your energy for lots of new better things, experiences and

opportunities to emerge.

Decluttering your home will instantly make you feel good!  
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2T IP  TWO
Be Grateful!

You must begin by being in a state of gratitude with what you

already have. Gratitude is an emotion so you must FEEL gratitude

and not just think it. You have the ability to feel appreciation and

thankfulness for all that you have. The more grateful you are, the

more the Universe will give you things to be grateful for! There

have been many studies done on gratitude showing a positive

impact on your mental and physical health and overall relational

wellbeing. Being grateful also impacts your overall experience of

happiness and joy in your daily life. So, the question becomes:

What are you grateful for?
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Keep a gratitude journal. Write down a list of everything you are

grateful for every night or morning - whichever works for you.

Remind yourself daily by reading over your list every night before

you go to bed and/or the moment you wake up each morning.

T I P  1

When going about your day, make a habit of thanking all of the

people that are serving you, like your waiters, taxi drivers, shop

assistants, etc. You can also mentally thank the people who you

are not in contact with but serve your city, like the garbage man,

construction workers and the people cleaning the streets.

T I P  2

Make it a habit to consciously take a moment before you eat

every meal and feel gratitude in your heart for the food you are

about to eat. Think about how it got to your plate, the farmers

who planted it and cultivated it until it's ripe, the packagers, the

transportation, the supermarket, etc. 

T I P  3

Do a gratitude meditation weekly. Do this with conscious intent

and go deep. Spend time contemplating on all that you are

grateful for, Think about the people in your life, your family and

friends, your job/work, your home, nature, perhaps your pets if

you have any... and bask in gratitude for all that you have and all

that is. 

T I P  4

Hand write a thank you letter for someone who has made a big

impact on your life, share with them how they have made a

difference in your life. Give it to them in person if it's possible,

otherwise send it in the post. 

T I P  5

PRACT IC ING  GRAT I TUDE
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T I P  6 End the day on a positive note!! What was the highlight of your

day? Make sure you have at least 5 things that you are grateful

for that you feel good about, and consciously acknowledge it

before bed. The purpose here is to end the day on a positive

note.



3T IP  THREE
FEEL consistently great!

You attract what you are feeling and not what you wish

for!

Your feeling state is what causes you to vibrate at a

certain frequency and attracts things into your life that

match your vibrational frequency, hence feeling great is

essential to magnetize your energy. 
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FEEL  GREAT

Your physical health plays a big role in

your feeling state. You cannot feel

great when you are ill, exhausted,

stressed out or in pain. 

If you are not looking after your
body, this needs to be your top
priority. 

Cut out all junk food, canned foods,

sugary drinks, candy or even coffee

could be draining your energy if you

are not able to metabolize it (yes,

some people can't!) 

Start eating healthy, organic and

clean nutritious foods, drink more

water or have green juices often, more

fruits and vegetable that will literally

raise your energy and make you FEEL

GREAT. 

Another thing that's a MUST is
EXERCISE! 

Whether your thing is jogging, cross-

fit, weightlifting or yoga, you need to

MOVE your body to get the energy

flowing. 

Remember to also nurture your

physical body when needed with

gifting yourself a massage, going to

bed early, get an acupuncture

treatment.  At times all you need to
feel great is to REST. 
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WATER  I S  L I FE

Water is one of the most important nutrient on

the planet. 

You have probably heard this many times but

our body is made up of 70% water so if you are

not well hydrated, then it's likely it will start to

affect your physical, mental and emotional

well-being. 

 

To give you an idea, dehydration causes;

- fatigue

- feeling dizzy or light-headed

- foggy memory

- difficulty in concentring

- irritability

- dry skin

- muscle cramps & more! 

It is even known as one of the most common

factors for kidney stones.

So simply by drinking more water
(minimum 2 liters a day), you can improve
your health and also raise your energy as a
result. 

I will add that, sadly, most of the water people

are drinking have been stripped of all minerals

and kept in plastic containers, which also have

a negative impact on your health as a result of

the toxic chemicals in plastic being broken

down and found in the water. 

I personally only drink filtered water and add

minerals to my home water that I drink daily.

When I'm out and about, I avoid plaster bottles

at all cost. I always go for the glass-bottled

water and those I have researched to contain

naturally occurring minerals. 

As an interesting fact, Roi Water is supposed to

be the number one mineral dense water in the

world! It's so rich in good minerals it's

considered to be medicine. 

To sum it up; drink more good quality water! 
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Begin by writing down a list of what makes you feel good. Do this regularly!

Whether it is dancing, playing with your dog, going for a walk on the beach,

swimming in the sea, going for a coffee with a special friend; whatever it is

that makes you feel great – write it down. Whenever your feelings of

'greatness' start to drop, take action by choosing to do one of the items on

your list. Doing this will help you get back to feeling great!

Make a few CDs of your favourite happy / feel good songs and keep them in

your car and on a playlist in iTunes. Any time your mood starts to slope to a

negative vibe, play these tunes and sing along! For instance, I have a few

different genres in my car; feel good reggae, chill out, pop, and rap songs!

Play ‘feel good’ music around the house when you wake up - don't forget to

dance and sing along! Wake up feeling good, cook feeling good, and pretty

soon everything you do you will feel good. As they say in Brasil: 'Quem canta,

os males espanta!' The translation goes something like this: “Who sings, scares

away the evil and bad vibes.”

FEEL  GOOD  T IPS
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T IP  FOUR 4
Focus on positive questions! 

Most of us have a tendency to ask negative and disempowering

questions when thinking about our situation or circumstances. 

Instead, you must transfer this negative focus into positive and

empowering questions. The best way to ask positive questions

is to make them open-ended and then let it go. 

When you focus on positive questions, you are opening yourself

up to the possibilities and the solution instead of buying into

your negative stories of limitations. 
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POS IT IVE  QUEST IONS

Pick a few different topics such as your relationship, work, health,

money, career, etc. Sit down and write 50-100 empowering, positive

questions for each topic. 

Make sure the questions are framed in a way that is in alignment with

what you are setting out to achieve or what you want to attract.

For example instead of saying; 'Why am I so broke?' ask 'How can I attract

more business/clients right now?'. Another example would be instead of

saying 'Why do I always attract emotionally unavailable men?’, ask ‘What

can I shift in me to attract my most compatible life partner?’

However, don't think about the answer, because that’s for your

subconscious mind to solve. You will receive the answer when you let go

of knowing the answer and simply allow yourself to receive it, either

through an insight, an idea, a friend sharing information or a book being

gifted to you – be open to receiving the solution in whichever way it shows

up.

For right now, you just need to be in the positive question. 

Examples of empowering questions:

❤  How can I become... healthier/happier/more successful?

           

      

❤  What steps can I take right now to bring more joy into my life?

      

      

❤  What can I learn from this situation?

      

      

❤  What else can I choose to do now that would be better for me?

      

      

❤  What can I change that would support my growth and wellbeing? 

From now on, whenever you come across a challenging situation, make it

a habit to focus on asking empowering questions to yourself throughout

the day.
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5T IP  F IVE
Know what you want!

You  can't manifest something unless you're clear of

what it is. Similarly, you can't create the life of your

dreams if you don't know what that looks like. 

So it's important that you get clear on what is it you

want to create, be, do and have. What is it you want to

experience daily, weekly, monthly? 

Or perhaps you want to explore bigger, where do you

want to be in 5 years?
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What do you want to acquire/have? Q  1

Who do you want to be or become?Q  2

What excites you? What are your passions? Q  3

What does your dream life look like? Q  4

What is your why? Why do you want to be/create/have the above? Q  5

REFLECT ION  QUEST IONS
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6T IP  S IX
Focus!

“Energy flows where attention goes.” 

If you are always thinking about what you don't have or

what you don't want - then guess what? That's exactly

what you are focusing on, so that's exactly what you will

get! 

This step takes a bit of discipline and effort because you

are probably so used to thinking and focusing on what

you don't have that your brain is wired to think that way.
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Once you notice the negative thought in your mind, make a conscious

effort to change your focus. At first, you will find yourself doing this a lot.

However, you are creating new neuropathways in the brain – literally re-

wiring your brain on how to think! You are telling your subconscious mind

'hey I don't want to think that way anymore'. Eventually, your subconscious

will get it as long as you keep practicing this, until this way of desired

focused thinking becomes a habit. 

     

      

An easy way to focus on what you want is to choose a word aligned with

what you want such as 'Success', 'Wealth' or 'Love' and picture this word

written in your mind's eye. Make it BIG, colorful and appealing to look at

and hold this image for as long as you can. 

      

      

Alternatively you can change your focus to thinking of people that make

you happy or places where you feel safe and secure, funny memories or

even go back to asking the positive questions if you're struggling. Choose

happy thoughts, read over your gratitude list and focus on all the great

things you already have in your life – you get the picture!

FOCUS  ON  WHAT  YOU  WANT
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7T IP  SEVEN
Let go of the outcome!

Avoid being emotionally attached to a certain outcome

or having things YOUR way. As soon as you 'need'

something you are automatically pushing it away, as the

energy of 'need' is actually vibrating 'lack'. 

You must be ok with having it and ok with not having it.

The key is to have a pure, sincere, loving desire with no

attachment to the result or outcome.
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I noticed that I can attract

some things into my life really

quickly, while other things just

never come to fruition no

matter how much I visualise

and even take action. 

I came to realize that the

things that I was able to

attract very quickly were

things I was not emotionally

attached to; things I was

completely ok without.

.

The things that I wasn’t able

to attract were the ones that I

“needed”; these were

emotionally compromised

because I was so desperate to

have them. I realized that I

was always vibrating ‘lack’,

which was pulling me further

away from having it. 

So if you are not attracting

what you want, then perhaps

reflect on whether you are

actually vibrating a “need”

in other words repelling it.

Need comes from a very low

vibration and is infused with

fear, shame, unworthiness,

insecurity and feelings of

being unsafe.

I will leave this section with

this quote:

“To let go does not mean to
get rid of. To let go means
to let be. When we let be
with compassion, things
come and go on their own.”
– Jack Kornfield
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LET IT GO



8T IP  E IGHT
Watch your words!

Everything is energy, which means your words are energy,

too. Your words carry a lot of power. How you speak to

yourself and others has an energetic impact on your

vibration. Each word carries a specific vibration. Every time

you say something, you are releasing that frequency into

your energy field. The more frequently you say it, the more

you are reinforcing that energy within your field. So, if you

keep repeating the same stories about the issues and

problems you are encountering, then you are going to

repeat the same experiences over and over again!
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Make an effort to make every word count. Speak consciously.

Remember words are energy that you are putting out into your

energy field. For example, instead of saying "It's so difficult", say

"It's not easy" or instead of saying "I don't know if I can..." say "I will

do my best", instead of saying "That meal was terrible" say "I've

had better", can you feel the subtle energetic difference? You can

say what you want to share or feel but just in a more positive way.

T I P  1

Stop with all the negative self talk! Not only inside your own self-

critical and judgmental mind but also with others. No more self

deprecation! Stop belittling your success or making fun of

yourself. What you need to understand is that your unconscious

mind can't take a joke – it takes everything literally. Putting

yourself down is only lowering your vibration and this is most

certainly not going to make your energy magnetic.  

T I P  2

Stop gossiping and speaking ill of others. If you have nothing

good to say about someone who's not in front of you, then don't

say anything at all. People often gossip to make themselves feel

better about themselves by putting other people down and this

is just a perverse way for you to get a little boost of "toxic" self-

esteem. Gossiping has no value other than bringing your energy

down. 

T I P  3

Surround yourself with positive words or uplifting phrases.

Choose some of your favourites and place them where you can

see them regularly. You can place them on your bathroom

mirror for example, on your fridge, as a screensaver on your

phone or computer, etc. There are also beautifully crafted word

ornaments you can buy and place around your home. These are

subliminal messages of positivity you are sending yourself 24/7! 

T I P  4

Avoid the following words: try, I can't, but, I'm sorry, I should, I

should have, I shouldn't...

Instead say; I can, I will, yes and, thank you for your patience,

forgive me..

T I P  5

WATCH  YOUR  WORDS
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9T IP  NINE
Surround yourself with
positive people! 

 Spend less time with negative/draining people.

 Fire some friends if you have to!

Network and find new, positive people with similar goals and

ambitions & create a relationship where you both motivate

each other.

This can be a bit hard to do especially if some of the negative /

draining people are your own family or very close friends. It does

get easier with time, though!

I will keep this one straight forward; 

1.

2.

3.
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 Have no expectations! This includes not

expecting them to change. 

 Set rock solid boundaries and stick to

them.

 Focus on the solution. They will want you

to commiserate with them on the

negatives but keep putting their

attention back to the solution.

 Keep things professional as much as

possible, don't go into personal life issues

with them.

 Don't buy into their victim mentality.

They have a tendency to play the victim

and look for people to blame so be aware

of this as a form of manipulation tactic

and a way to avoid taking personal

responsibility.  

It's not easy to avoid negative people

sometimes, but if you truly want to raise your

vibration, it is essential that you start

becoming aware of who are the toxic people

in your life and either, as Tim Ferris says "fire-

them" as friends (or it may even be a family

member) or minimize contact as much as

possible.

What you need to understand is that some

people don't want to change, they love being

negative and thrive on playing the victim.

These types of people are known as "energy

vampires" and you will notice that you will

always feel drained after spending time with

them. 

If the negative people you are dealing with

are work colleagues, then here are some

basic tips you can work with:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

POS IT IVE  PEOPLE



10T IP  TEN
Use Essential Oils!

Essential oils have a very high vibration! 

Using essential oils will help you raise your vibration and

naturally support your mental, emotional and physical

health. 
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Essential oils are like the

blood of the plants, it carries

nutrients to all parts of the

plant. 

They are also the immune

system of the plant, they

basically have everything the

plants needs to survive. 

The amazing thing about

using essential oils is that it

works in harmony with your

body. Your body doesn't

recognize it as a threat but as

part of itself - isn't this

beautiful? 

All therapeutic grade essential

oils carry a naturally high

frequency, so using essential

oils will naturally hold you in

that elevated vibration.

Another great thing about

using essential oils is that it

works aromatically with the

limbic system - the part of the

brain that processes emotions

and experiences. 

When you are in a 'low vibe',

it's natural to think negatively

and go down that dark rabbit

hole, but this can easily be

shifted by simply inhaling 

essential oils.

If you are interested in joining

my essential oil family and

getting started on your

essential oil journey click here

to learn more. 

Once you sign up, as a thank

you for supporting me in my

business, we can get together

on Zoom and I will take you

through how to use your

Essential Oil Starter kit in your

everyday life. I also have a

private Facebook group

where I post videos and 

 resources :)
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Essential Oils

https://melany-oliver.com/chemical-free-living/


11T IP  ELEVEN
Don't take life too seriously!

When we start taking things too seriously and putting a

lot of importance on the situation/circumstance - that is

the moment when we lock it into our reality. 
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Sometimes we get so busy being busy that we forget to have fun!

Remember to laugh daily. 

Do things that you enjoy regularly. This doesn’t mean spending money. There are plenty

of other ways to have fun without having to spend anything

      

Give yourself a break from work. I have found many times that the moment I

completely switch off from work (especially when I am worried about no work coming

in) and relax, I get flooded with inquiries and opportunities.

      

Remember that everything in life is just an experience. It's not good or bad. See the

lesson in each experience. See the humour in each experience and it will help you set

yourself free from it.    

      

Most importantly: Remember that nothing changes until you do!
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Melany is a Holistic Therapist & Soul Coach.

She uses her gifts to read people’s soul

energy and detect mental and emotional

blocks that keep them from manifesting

their heart’s desires. With over 10 years of

experience healing deep emotional

wounds, she now leverages her expertise to

help women wounded by their childhood

traumas and past negative relationships, to

heal and open themselves to love.

ME LANY  O L I V ER

MEET THE AUTHOR “Love is the most
magnetic force in the
Universe.”

IG .COM /MELANY .OLIVER FB .COM /MELANY .OLIVER MELANY-OLIVER .COM

info@melany-oliver.com

www.melany-oliver.com

HAVE  QUESTIONS?
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Freedom means the
opportunity to be

what we never
thought we would be.

DANIEL J.  BOORSTIN


